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Abstract

Modeling other agents' behaviors plays an important

role in decision models for interactions among multi-

ple agents. To optimize its own decisions, a subject

agent needs to model what other agents act simulta-

neously in an uncertain environment. However,

modeling insufficiency occurs when the agents are

competitive and the subject agent cannot get full

knowledge about other agents. Even when the agents

are collaborative, they may not share their true

behaviors due to their privacy concerns. Most of the

recent research still assumes that the agents have

common knowledge about their environments and a

subject agent has the true behavior of other agents in

its mind. Consequently, the resulting techniques are

not applicable in many practical problem domains. In

this article, we investigate into diversifying behaviors

of other agents in the subject agent's decision model

before their interactions. The challenges lie in generat-

ing and measuring new behaviors of other agents.

Starting with prior knowledge about other agents'

behaviors, we use a linear reduction technique to

extract representative behavioral features from the

known behaviors. We subsequently generate their new
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behaviors by expanding the features and propose two

diversity measurements to select top‐K behaviors. We

demonstrate the performance of the new techniques in

two well‐studied problem domains. The top‐K behav-

ior selection embarks the study of unknown behaviors

in multiagent decision making and inspires investiga-

tion of diversifying agents' behaviors in competitive

agent interactions. This study will contribute to

intelligent systems dealing with unknown unknowns

in an open artificial intelligence world.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Understanding interactive behaviors facilitates the development of intelligent systems that
involve interactions between either multiple agents or agents‐and‐humans. From the viewpoint
of a subject agent, it expects to optimize its own decisions given what it observes from an
environment shared by other agents who act in a similar way. However, the decision
optimization becomes difficult when the subject agent cannot get full knowledge about the
other agents. This often occurs in a setting of competitive agents where the subject agent cannot
obtain sufficient knowledge about others in the decision‐making process. For example, a
ground force schedules its routine patrol based on the criminal activities without fully knowing
what the criminals will precisely react. Even in a collaborative agent environment, the agents
may not be willing to share their information with each other due to their privacy concerns.
Hence, modeling other agents becomes very important in understanding behaviors so as to
optimize agents' interaction and has attracted growing interests in the fields of artificial
intelligence, decision science, and general intelligent systems.1,2

There have seen various types of modeling languages to represent decision‐making,
behavior reasoning, and learning problems in different types of environments, for example,
from a classical model of fictitious play3 to a probabilistic deterministic finite‐state automaton
for modeling stochastic actions in partially observable stochastic game (POSG).4 More
sophisticated ones include recursive modeling methods that follow a nested reasoning form of
what does agent A think that agent B thinks that agent A thinks (and so on), for example,
interactive dynamic influence diagrams (I‐DIDs)5–7 and interactive partially observable Markov
decision processes (I‐POMDPs),8 and even more rigorous planning systems based on epistemic
logic.9 Recently, Ma et al.10 used a knowledge graph to model opponents' behaviors and
inferred agents' intentions accordingly. In particular, a series of probabilistic graphical models
have been proposed to solve multiagent decision‐making problems. Suryadi and
Gmytrasiewicz11 used influence diagrams to model other agents, but did not provide a
mechanism to update the models upon a subject agent's observations. Koller and Milch12

proposed multiagent influence diagrams (MAID) to compute Nash equilibrium strategies for all
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agents involved in the interaction while Gal and Pfeffer13 developed networks of influence
diagrams (NID) for recursively modeling other agents. Both MAID and NID formalisms focus
on a static, single‐shot interaction. In contrast, I‐DIDs offer solutions over extended time
interactions, where agents act and update their beliefs over others' models which are
themselves dynamic. In this study, we focus on decision problems with a limited number of
planning horizons in a multiagent setting.

In Figure 1, we show one example of interactions involving two agents (i and j) in POSG.14

Both agents act when they receive observations from the environment and are awarded according
to the impact of their actions on the environmental states. From the viewpoint of agent i, it needs to
predict behaviors of the other agent j which are not known before their interactions. Hence, agent i
has to hypothesize a large number of agent j's possible models by solving which agent i can predict
j's behaviors. Unfortunately, the set of candidate models may not contain the true model of agent j
due to the modeling insufficiency. This leads to the challenge of optimizing the subject agent i's
decisions under the uncertainty of other agents' behaviors.

Solving decision problems without sufficient prior knowledge, also termed as modeling
insufficiency, has been a long‐standing issue in the field of uncertainty in artificial intelligence
(AI)15 and opens a new challenge to deploy intelligent systems in an open AI world particularly
through decision‐making technologies.16–18 Due to unknown behaviors (true models) of other
agents, most of the research hypothesizes a large number of models for the other agents based
on which a subject agent adapts its decisions even when their behaviors change over time
(sometimes it is referred to as a dynamic opponent).19 This leads to a significantly increasing
complexity in solving other agents' models. Hence, a large amount of research has been
invested in reducing the model space of the other agents. For example, the concept of minimal
mental models was used to compress candidate models of other agents so as to reduce the
computational complexity due to introducing redundant potential models.20 The behavioral
equivalence principle becomes a commonly used technique to group candidate models that
exhibit identical behaviors of other agents.21,22 Similarly, a value equivalence was used by
Conroy et al.23 to cluster the models that have a similar influence on a subject agent's expected
rewards, which leads to more compressed model space. This line of work on compressing
model space is also due to limited prior knowledge of building a good set of candidate behavior

FIGURE 1 Agent i optimizes its actions by solving the hypothesized models of the other agent j. In this
case, the true model of agent j (the frame colored by red) is contained in the set of candidate models. However,
it often occurs that agent i does not hold the true model of agent j due to the modeling insufficiency. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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models. Hence, generating a good set of initial models becomes important since it may provide
a good chance of containing the true models and the model compression techniques are not
strictly required.

In this article, we consider modeling insufficiency in a well‐known interactive multiagent
decision model, for example, I‐DIDs and I‐POMDPs, in a POSG setting.7,19 As demonstrated in
the previous work, I‐DIDs have shown both representation and computational advantages
compared with I‐POMDPs.6,7 Hence we develop I‐DID‐based solutions to the modeling
insufficiency issue in this study and the solutions can also be generalized to other multiagent
decision models. An I‐DID model extends a single‐agent dynamic influence diagram (DID)24 to
represent how a subject agent solves a sequential decision problem involving other agents in a
common environment. In a POSG setting, both agents act simultaneously and they cannot
directly see what the others act and can only reason with their actions given what they receive
from the environment. In addition, their observations do not fully reflect the environmental
states in a deterministic manner, but with a probabilistic distribution.

The main component of an I‐DID model is a subject agent i's DID based on which the other
agent j's behaviors are modeled and embedded into the decision model. Modeling insufficiency
occurs where agent j's behaviors are not fully represented in an agent i's I‐DID model. For
example, if some actions of agent j are not modeled, agent i may not receive consistent
observations in their real‐time interactions. This is because agent j acts according to its own
optimal decisions and this true behavior is not in agent i's mind when agent i builds its I‐DID
model. The issue of inconsistent observations was also identified in a general probabilistic
graphical decision model.25 Recently, Pan et al.26 learned models of other agents from historical
data of agents' interactions, but did not provide new models from the learned models. In this
article, we aim to generate new models of other agents given limited knowledge about their
behaviors and the new behaviors may not be seen in the previous interactions. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to solve the modeling insufficiency issue in I‐DIDs.

Given the limited amount of prior knowledge about agent j's behaviors, we aim to develop a set
of its new behaviors that are to be modeled in agent i's I‐DID models.* The new behavior set expects
to contain agent j's true behaviors in a large probability so as to increase agent i's decision quality.
Since the prior knowledge provides essential information about the other agent, we first use a linear
reduction technique to elicit behavioral features from the known behaviors. The features could reflect
representative patterns of what the other agent acts given its beliefs about the environment. The
reduction differs from the previous work on reducing agent j's behavior space since it is to find
representative behavior patterns and does not aim to compress the behavior space.7,27,28

Subsequently, we randomize a set of new behaviors for the other agent based on the
behavioral features. The randomization is conducted by sampling the action that achieves the
best reward for the other agent. By doing so, we can obtain a large set of candidate behaviors for
the other agent. The issue lies in selecting a set of K behaviors, namely, top‐K behaviors, that
hold a good chance of including the true behaviors of the other agent. We propose two new
measurements that quantify the diversity of a set of behaviors and are used to optimize the
top‐K behavior selection. The first diversity measurement considers the difference between
specific actions upon observations at each time step while the second one contains an extra
factor of differentiating general behavior patterns over time. Intuitively, a set of diverse
behaviors have a large chance of containing the true behaviors of the other agents which are
not known by a subject agent before their interactions. Once we have the top‐K behaviors, we
can represent them in the subject agent's I‐DID model and solve the decision model, which
results in an optimal policy for the subject agent. Finally, we conduct comprehensive
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experiments in two well‐known problem domains and show the performance of the new
techniques. This study is one of the very few attempts on developing behavior diversity in I‐DID
solutions and will inspire more interesting work in studying agent behaviors in intelligent
systems. We summarize the main contributions of this study below.

• We develop a linear reduction technique to extract representative behaviors from known
behaviors of other agents.

• We propose two quantitative measurements for evaluating the behavior diversity in the
top‐K behavior selection.

• We develop the top‐K behavior selection procedure including sampling new behaviors
through the new diversity measurements, and demonstrate its empirical performance in two
problem domains.

We organize this article as follows. We present the background knowledge of I‐DID models
in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose the new methods for generating a set of new behaviors
through top‐K behavior selection. We demonstrate the empirical performance of our proposal
in Section 4 and conclude this study with discussions in Section 5.

2 | BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE ON I ‐DIDS

As we will develop methods to generate new behaviors for other agents in I‐DID models, we
proceed to provide background knowledge of I‐DIDs. By extending influence diagrams29 that
are commonly used to represent a single‐agent decision‐making problem, I‐DIDs are a general
probabilistic graphical representation for solving interactive multiagent decision‐making
problems under uncertainty.6 From the viewpoint of a subject agent, an I‐DID model represents
how it solves the decision problems when considering other agents' behaviors that impact their
decision outcomes. It integrates multiagent game theory into individual decision‐making
frameworks. Details about I‐DIDs can be found in the previous research.7

Figure 2A shows a DID (a dynamic version of influence diagrams over time) for a single
agent who plans its decisions over three time steps. In the DID model, a chance node (denoted
by a circle/oval shape) represents environmental states (S) and observations (O) received by the

(A) (B)

FIGURE 2 A dynamic influence diagram and its solutions: (A) dynamic influence diagram with three time
steps and (B) its solution is represented as a policy tree
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agent, a decision node (denoted by a rectangular shape) represents the agent's decisions (A)
and a utility node (denoted by a diamond shape) models the agent's rewards (R, also called as a
utility function) upon the states and decisions. The agent decision (A) is directly influenced by
what it observes (O) from the environment while the environmental states (S) are not fully
observable. To quantify the strength of variables' relations, we associate the arcs with
conditional probabilities (  Pr ( )) while the arcs into the utility node models actual reward/
utility values. For example, Pr S S A( , )3 2 2 is a transition function from S2 to S3 given the effect of
the action A2 at time t = 2. Pr O S A( , )3 3 2 is an observation function that models the probability
of how the observations reflect the true environmental states.

Once we have the parameter specification, for example, the transition, observation, and
utility functions, in a DID, we can solve the model through well‐developed inference
algorithms29 and obtain an optimal plan for the subject agent. The plan prescribes how the
agent shall act upon its observations at each time step and is often represented by a policy tree.
For example, Figure 2B shows one policy tree as the optimal plan given the DID in Figure 2A.
The agent takes action a1 at the first time step t = 1, and repeats the action if it receives
observation o1; otherwise, it takes a2 at t = 2. As a solution to a DID, a policy tree represents the
optimal plan according to which a subject agent behaves over times. In general, the policy tree
is termed as a behavioral model—optimal decision outcomes from a decision model.

An I‐DID model extends DIDs for multiple agents by introducing the model node Mj (the
hexagon node) in the model, as shown in Figure 3. The model node contains possible models of
the other agent j each of which is either a decision model, for example, DIDs, or a behavioral
model. Once the subject agent expands the model node with possible models of other agents, it
can solve the I‐DID model through conventional DID algorithms therefore resulting in an
optimal plan for the subject agent. As the true model is not known by the subject agent i, the
number of candidate models contained in the model node tends to rather large. In theory, it
requires an infinite number of j's candidate models so that a subject agent can sufficiently
predict j's behaviors to optimize its decisions. The computational limit prevents a large model
space in the model node within an I‐DID model. Hence, there is a significant amount of
research on dealing with the compression of the model space in the I‐DID.22,26

Most of the current I‐DID research still assumes that the true behavior is within the model
node (Mj) and does not handle unknown behaviors of other agents that are not contained in the
model node.22,26,30 One barrier to deal with the case of unknown behaviors is partially due to
the incapability of generating a good set of candidate behaviors for other agents. The current

FIGURE 3 By extending dynamic influence diagrams, the I‐DID model represents how the subject agent i

optimizes its decisions by modeling the other agent j's behaviors over three time steps
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work always stands on the predefined models that lead to a set of monotonic behaviors for
other agents. Consequently, there is a rather large chance that the true behaviors slip from the
model node in a subject agent's I‐DID model. In this article, we will propose a novel model
generation approach to modeling unknown behaviors in an I‐DID model and focus on measure
the quality of the new set of generated behaviors.

3 | TOP ‐K BEHAVIOR SELECTION

Intuitively, a large set of new behaviors have the potential of increasing the chance to include
the true behaviors of other agents. However, due to the computational constraints, solving
I‐DID models becomes infeasible when the set is too large as shown in the previous I‐DID
research.7 Hence, the set of new behaviors expect to have a good diversity while keeping a
reasonable size. In addition, the new behaviors cannot be fully randomized since we have prior
knowledge (although it is limited) about other agents' behaviors. Accordingly, we proceed to
exploit the knowledge by eliciting representative behaviors from the known behaviors, based
on which the set of new behaviors are generated and measured in terms of their diversity.

Figure 4 describes our main methods for generating top‐K behaviors for other agents. On the
basis of the known behaviors of the size M , we adapt a linear reduction technique to extract m
behavior sequences that represent important features of all the M behaviors (in Section 3.1).
Subsequently, we propose two measurements to quantify the diversity of the behavior set and choose
the top‐K behaviors from the sampled behaviors (in Section 3.2). In addition, we analyze the property
of representative behavior sequences and the complexity of the top‐K selection algorithm.

3.1 | Eliciting representative behaviors

An agent's behavior prescribes what the agent shall do given its observations in an environment. By
solving a decision model, for example, DIDs in Figure 2A, we can obtain the agent's optimal policy

FIGURE 4 The main components include extracting representative behavior sequences and generating new
behaviors for other agents in the top‐K behavior selection. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence diagram. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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that contains a set of actions given various observations received by the agent over time. In general,
the policy can be represented in a tree structure as shown in Figure 2B. Each branch of the policy
tree is a behavior sequence specifying the agent's optimal action given a possible observation at
each time step. We formally define a behavior sequence below.

Definition 1 (Behavior sequence). For agent j, a behavior sequence, h a o= ( , ,T
j

1 2

a o a, …, , )T T2 −1 , where at (A) and ot (Ω), is a set of alternating actions and observations
over its planning horizon T .

Subsequently, we can define a policy tree that is composed of a set of behavior sequences.

Definition 2 (Policy tree). A policy tree for agent j is a set of behavior sequences,
H h=T

j
T
j, that are organized as a tree structure with the depth T where actions are in

the nodes while observations are attached to the branches in the tree.

Following a policy tree, an agent executes a behavior sequence when it receives a particular
observation from an environment at each time step. In the policy tree example in Figure 2B, the
agent takes the action a1 at the first time step and executes the actions a2 and a1 given its
observations o2 and o1, respectively, at the second and third time steps.

A policy tree represents the agent's behavior that can be obtained by solving its decision
model. Variations of parameters, for example, probability distributions in a DID, in the agent's
decision model could lead to different behaviors. From the viewpoint of a subject agent i, what
does matter is the behaviors exhibited by the other agent j, not how agent j optimizes its
behaviors through a decision model. Hence, in this article, we will focus on j's behavior
representation and assume that agent i knows a set of M behaviors for the other agent j. The
question remains on generating a new set of behaviors (M including the known behaviors) for
agent j based on the known M behaviors. The set of new behaviors are expected to include
potentially true behaviors of the other agent j.

The known M behaviors represent basic types of how agent j behaves according to agent i's
prior knowledge about agent j. They can serve as salient features to expand new behaviors of
agent j. We proceed to extract a set of behavior sequences from the known agent j's behaviors
based on which its new behaviors are to be generated. The behavior sequences are
representative of agent j behaviors that are known to agent i.

Instead of randomly selectingm behavior sequences, F h h= { , …, }j m1 , from M behaviors,
 H H= { , …, },M1

† we use a linear reduction method to extract the sequences that have the
most sufficient features from the known behaviors. We compose a behavior matrix,
namely, P, where each row is a policy tree Hm and each column is one behavior sequence
seen in the policy trees. Since some behavior sequences could appear in different policy
trees, the column dimension is smaller than  M × Ω T−1, but much larger than the row
dimension M particularly for a large planning horizon T . The matrix element P H h( , )i j is 1
if the sequence hj appears in the behavior Hi; otherwise, P H h( , )i j = 0. Hence, the matrix P
may contain some linearly dependent behavior sequences so that its columns could be
reduced into a set of representative sequences F . To extract the linearly independent
sequences F , we use a Gaussian elimination method to find the pivot columns in the large
matrix P. The extraction process can be conducted in a polynomial time.31 In principle, we
find one pivot matrix Fj (corresponding to the linearly independent sequences F‡) and the
other matrix Uj to ensure: P F U= ×j j j.

8 | PAN ET AL.



In Figure 5, we elaborate the extraction of behavior sequences from three behavior models
 H H H= { , , }1 2 3 . The behavior matrix Pj has the rank of three so that we could obtain the pivot

matrix












F =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 1

j that returns three linearly independent sequences, for example,

F h h h= ( , , )j 1 6 8 . The selected sequences provide sufficient features, also called as behavioral
features, that represent the three known behavior models.

We shall note that selecting the matrix‐based behavior sequences is different from the
research on compressing model or behavioral space.7,20 The previous compression method
focuses on reducing the entire behavior space while maintaining a complete policy tree. Our
work is to select a set of representative behavior sequences that are often a partial policy tree.
The selected sequences provide important behavioral features in the expansion of new
behaviors for other agents.

3.2 | Measuring behavior diversity

Given the representative behavior sequences Fj, we aim to generate new policy trees that
contain the sequences corresponding to a set of branches, and select the top‐K policy trees by
measuring their diversity. Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of top‐K policy tree generation.

FIGURE 5 A set of behavior sequences, F h h h= ( , , )j 1 6 8 , are selected from the known behavior matrix Pj for
agent j. They represent important features of the agent j's known behaviors [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Algorithm 1 Generating top‐K policy trees K

1: function TopK (Fj, H H= { , …, }M1 and DID of Agent j)

2: Get a set of behavior sequences Fj from 

3: Convert agent j's DID into dynamic Bayesian networks Bj
4: Instantiate Bj with Fj

5: Initiate  H H= { , …, }K M1

6: repeat

7: Sample a full policy tree HT from the Bj
8:   H=K K T

9: Recompute the set diversity Div ( )K

10: until Div ( )K does not change

11: return K

To sample a full policy tree, we first convert agent j's DID into its counterpart of Bayesian
networks Bj and instantiate the networks using the known behavior sequences Fj (lines 3 and
4). We convert decision node A into chance nodes where we can instantiate their states with
the actions a from the behavior sequences Fj. The utility nodes are converted into chance nodes
where the utility values are normalized into probabilities in the nodes. For the chance nodesO,
we instantiate their states with the observations o from Fj.

We randomize a probability distribution in the initial beliefs S1 in Bj and calculate the
probability distributions for the chance nodes Ot and At at each time step. Given the probability

Pr O S F( , )t
j

1 , we sample a possible observation ot to be added into a new tree HT . To decide the
action at given ot, we choose the best one that results in the largest utility value R S A( , )t t . By
sampling the actions and observations over the planning horizon T , we can compose a set of
behavior sequences therefore composing a new policy tree HT (line 7). In other words, we complete
a full policy tree by filling in the rest of its branches based on the known sequences. We repeat the
adding of new policy trees until the diversity of the new set of K policy trees does not increase (lines
8 and 9). We may terminate the process once a big K is reached. This is to ensure that the I‐DID
models with the top‐K behaviors can be solved within a computational limit.

What remains is to compute the diversity of the behavior set Div ( )K . We need to measure
how different the K behavior trees would be in terms of their actions given specific observations
overT time steps. We propose two diversity measurements for this purpose. The first measurement
of diversity considers difference among behavior sequences in a vertical manner: the sequences or
paths (with one specific observation at one time step) in the tree are examined separately along the
depth. It, called as measurement of diversity over paths (MDPs), mainly measures the diversity of
sequences in the tree. The second diversity measurement extends MDP with the extra
consideration of behaviors in a horizontal way: the sequences (with all possible observations at
one time step) are compared along the width. It, also named as measurement of diversity with
frames (MDFs), measures the frames of a policy tree on the top of MDP.

In the first measurement, we retrieve all the different behavior sequences from the
policy trees K . For every sequence hT , we aggregate all subsequences ht with the
length t ([ T1, ]). Since early actions of agent j have immediate impacts on agents'
interactions, the short sequences contribute more to the diversity. Hence, we weight the
sequence ht using the factor of  

1

Ω t−1
. Formally, we define the MDP diversity of K policy

trees in Equation (1).
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   Div
Diff h

( ) =
( )

Ω
,K

t

T
t

j
tMDP

=1
−1 (1)

where Diff h( )t is the number of different sequences ht inK and  Ωj is the number of agent j's
observations.

The first measurement considers a single action at one time step (within individual
sequences) and may lose a general picture of what agent j behaves given different observations
at one time step. To capture the frame of general behaviors, we add the diversity of subtrees (Ht

as a part of each policy tree in K) of different depths into MDP. This leads to the second
diversity measurement MDF in Equation (2).

   Div
Diff h Diff H

( ) =
( ) + ( )

Ω
,K

t

T
t t

j
tMDF

=1
−1 (2)

where Diff h( )t and Diff H( )t are the numbers of different sequences ht and subtrees (frames)
Ht, respectively, in K , and  Ωj is the number of agent j's observations.

In Figure 6, we elaborate the two diversity measurements (MDP and MDF) in one specific
example. Given four behavior trees, for example,  H H= { , …, }1 4 , we could obtain two different
sequences with the length of one time step, five different sequences with the length of two time
steps and 12 different sequences with the length of three time steps, as shown in the left panel in
Figure 6. In contrast, there exist: two different frames with one time step, three different frames
with two time steps and four different frames with three time steps in the right panel. Following the
diversity calculation in Equations (1) and (2), we can get the diversity values for the four policy
trees using the two measurements, Div ( ) = 7.5K MDP and Div ( ) = 12.0K MDF , respectively.

As shown in Equations (1) and (2), MDF has a larger diversity value than MDP since it
includes more factors in the computation and could differentiate more behaviors. We will
investigate how this extra information will add value to decision quality for a subject agent in
the experiments. In terms of time complexity, MDP needs to compare all possible behavior
sequences (with length from 1 to T) for at most N potential trees (generated in the sampling
process) resulting in NT T(1 + )

2
comparison operations while MDF requires extra NT operations

in the frame comparison. Since the comparison is merely to check the actional equivalence,
there is no significant difference between the time complexities of the two diversity
measurements.

Once we have the diversity measurements, we calculate the set diversity ( Div ( )K in lines 9
and 10) using either Div ( )K MDP or Div ( )K MDF in the top‐K behavior selection in Algorithm
1. Notice that we decide whether a new policy tree is to be included in the top‐K set while
generating one from the sampling process (line 7). We do not generate all the policy trees and
select K from them. As the number of possible new trees could be infinite, it is still an open
issue about the boundary of agents' sound behaviors given prior knowledge.

4 | EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We implemented the proposed approach (as described in Algorithm 1) of generating new
behaviors for other agents by first eliciting linearly independent behavior sequences and then
selecting the top‐K behaviors through the two behavior diversity measurements. We integrated
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this new approach into the I‐DID solutions and investigated its performance in an empirical
way. We used two well‐known problem domains in our experiments. One is the multiagent
tiger problem while the other is the multiagent unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) problem.7 All
the implementations and tests were conducted in Windows 10 with the setting of CPU
(11th Gen Intel Core i7‐6700 @ 3.40 GHz 4‐core) and 24 GB RAM.

For each problem domain involving two agents, we built an I‐DID model for the subject
agent i who hypothesizes a number of behavioral models of the other agent j in the model node
Mj of Figure 3. As the new approach provides a new way of solving I‐DID models by providing
more diverse behaviors to the other agent j, we compared three I‐DID algorithms in the
experiments. One is the state‐of‐the‐art I‐DID algorithm (IDID) that expands the model node
only using the known models M . However, it assumes that the true behaviors of agent j are in
the model node. The other two algorithms, namely, IDID‐MDP and IDID‐MDF, use the
diversity measurements of MDP and MDF to select top‐K behaviors, respectively, for the other
agent (in Algorithm 1), and expand the model node in the I‐DID models. The three algorithms
(IDID, IDID‐MDP, and IDID‐MDF) adopt the same exact algorithm to solve the I‐DID models6

once the model nodes are expanded with different candidate models of the other agent j.
We evaluate the algorithms in terms of the average rewards that agent i receives when it

interacts with agent j. We randomly select one behavioral model of agent j as its true model
that is either from the M known models or a randomized model from K models (generated by
either the IDID‐MDP or IDID‐MDF algorithm). Subsequently, agent i executes its I‐DID
optimal policies while agent j follows the selected behaviors in their interactions. For every

FIGURE 6 By aggregating all the (sub)sequences and frames from the known policy trees  H H= { , …, }1 4 ,
the two diversity measurements (MDP and MDF) can be calculated. MDF, measurement of diversity with
frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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interaction, agent i receives actual rewards given the outcomes of their actions for each time
step and accumulates the rewards over the entire planning horizon T . We let both agents
interact for 50 rounds and compute the average rewards for agent i accordingly. In addition, we
investigate the impact of the diversity values for the two diversity measurements in the
experiments.

4.1 | Multiagent tiger problems

A multiagent tiger problem is well studied in multiagent planning research and has become a
benchmark for evaluating agent planning models.14,19 We consider the two‐agent version
of this problem in Figure 7. Both agent i and agent j need to decide either Open the Right/Left‐
hand side of door (OR or OL) or Listen (L) when they are uncertain of a tiger's location (behind
a door). If both open the door behind which a pot of gold exists, they share the gold; otherwise,
they will be eaten by the tiger if only one of them faces the tiger. Their decisions are based on
what they can observe, for example, tiger's growls or creaks from either door. From the
viewpoint of agent i, it needs to predict what agent j does simultaneously to optimize its own
decisions. We built an I‐DID model for agent i and varied the agent j's model space Mj in the
I‐DID model.

Figure 8 shows the average rewards received by agent i when it runs the I‐DID models with
different planning horizons (T = 3 and 4). For both the models, we have six initial models
(M = 6) for agent j. However, the model with T = 4 selects four new models (K = 4) when the
model with T = 3 adds only three new models (K = 3) using both MDF and MDP
measurements in the top‐K model selection. The selection is reasonable since the model with
a large planning horizon often has more different behaviors. In almost all the cases, the IDID‐
MDF algorithm achieves better performance (when agent i receives larger rewards) than the
other two algorithms. In some cases, for example, H6 in Figure 8A and H5 and H6 in Figure 8B,
IDID‐MDP does not perform well, which is probably due to the fact that local behaviors in
those particular models are not caught by the MDP measurement. Consequently, agent i cannot
react well when agent j executes those actions. In addition, we observe that IDID‐MDF has
better reliability than IDID‐MDP in terms of small variances (the vertical candle bars). This is
partially attributed to the merit that the MDF measurement considers a general behavioral
pattern when selecting the models.

FIGURE 7 A two‐agent tiger problem where agent i models agent j's behaviors to optimize its own
decisions over times. The problem specification follows:        S A A= 2, = = 3, Ω = 6i j i , and  Ω = 2j . [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Subsequently, we ran the I‐DID models with K = 4 given four initial (M = 4) models of agents.
Hence, the model size in the models are equal to eight. In the first set of experiments, we had the true
model j selected from the eight models (as the experiments in Figure 8). Figure 9 repeats the similar
performance pattern for four models randomly selected in the experiments. Both IDID‐MDF and
IDID‐MDP methods perform consistently well in all the cases except the case of H1 picked from the
model set. We investigated the behaviors in the model and found that the behaviors are rather
monotonic therefore being misrepresentative by the selection based on the MDP measurement.

In contrast, in the second set of experiments, we randomly generate a true model for agent
j (based on the initial models). The model is not identical to any model in the model node

(A) (B)

FIGURE 8 Average rewards received by the subject agent i when it uses j's behaviors models in the I‐DID
models of the planning horizons (A) T = 3 and (B) T = 4. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence diagram; MDF,
measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (B)

FIGURE 9 Average rewards received by the subject agent i when the true model of agent j is randomly
selected from one of the candidate models within the mode node in the I‐DID models with (A) T = 3 and (B)
T = 4. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence diagram; MDF, measurement of diversity with frame; MDP,
measurement of diversity over path. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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expanded by the three algorithms. Hence agent i interacts with agent j whose behaviors are not
completely in agent i's model space. In the IDID implementation, we let agent i act randomly if
it cannot recognize agent j's actions based on its I‐DID model. This is to test the model
capability in dealing with unknown behaviors of agent j. Figure 10 demonstrates that the IDID‐
MDF algorithm performs better than both IDID and IDID‐MDP. This is benefited from the fact
that IDID‐MDF includes more diverse behaviors so that it can capture some random models
(could potentially be true models) in a good manner. In the particular model H3 in Figure 10B,
all the methods exhibit a dip in the rewards since the behaviors in the model are rather random
and the methods have not contained all the sequences in the model. The IDID‐MDP and IDID
methods have similar performance since both of them cannot find the agent j's actions in the
selected models, which leads to poor reactions resulting in low rewards in the simulations.

Finally, we empirically investigate the relations between the model diversity and the
average rewards. For each I‐DID model with the same planning horizon (either T = 3 or 4), we
run various settings ofM and K , and calculate the diversity of the resulting candidate models in
the I‐DID models as well as the average rewards received by agent i in the interactions.
Figure 11 shows positive correlations between the diversity values and the average rewards.
The MDF values are generally larger than the MDP values as indicated in Equations (1) and (2).
Agent i obtains better rewards when the I‐DID models have larger diversity values using both
the MDP and MDF measurements. This verifies our motivation of improving agents' decision
quality through diversifying model selection.

4.2 | Multiagent UAV problems

The multiagent UAV problem is the largest problem domain in testing I‐DID algorithms.7,19 As
shown in Figure 12, both UAVs have the options of either moving in four directions or staying
at their original positions. They do not know the exact positions of their own and others, but
can receive the signals of relative positions from each other. Since the two UAVs act

(A) (B)

FIGURE 10 Average rewards received by the subject agent i when the true model of agent j is randomly
generated (not being identical to any model generated by IDID‐MDP or IDID‐MDF) in the I‐DID models (A)
T = 3 and (B) T = 4. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence diagram; MDF, measurement of diversity with
frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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simultaneously, one UAV needs to have a good estimation of what the other behaves so as to
achieve its own goal. In our experiments, we let agent i act as a chaser UAV who is planning to
intercept a fugitive UAV j on its way to the safe house. The chaser agent i gets rewarded once it
captures the fugitive agent j before the agent j reaches the safe house. We build the I‐DID
models for the chaser agent i who models the fugitive agent j's behaviors through the IDID,
IDID‐MDP, and IDID‐MDF algorithms.

In Figure 13, we report the average rewards of agent i in the setting of M = 6 for both the I‐
DID models of T = 3 and T = 4. The IDID‐MDF algorithm exhibits better performance,
compared with the IDID and IDID‐MDP algorithms, similarly as shown in the multiagent
problem domain. In most of the cases, both the IDID‐MDP and IDID‐MDF algorithms
outperform the IDID algorithm particularly in the I‐DID models withT = 3 and 4. Surprisingly,
we notice that the IDID algorithm does not perform good particularly in the I‐DID models of
T = 3. For the short planning horizon (T = 3), the chaser agent i does not have enough times to

(A) (B)

FIGURE 11 Relations between the diversity values [of (A) MDP and (B) MDF] and the average rewards
received by agent i using the I‐DID models with T = 3 and T = 4. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence
diagram; MDF, measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 12 A two‐agent UAV problem where agent i intends to capture agent j before agent j reaches the
safe house. The problem has the specification of        S S A A= 81, = 25, = = 5i j i j , and    Ω = Ω = 4i j . UAV,
unmanned aerial vehicle. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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gather sufficient information as so to reduce the uncertainty of agent j's behaviors, therefore
failing in capturing the fugitive agent j in most cases. With extra models introduced by IDID‐
MDP and IDID‐MDF, the chaser agent i gains more knowledge about the fugitive agent j's
behaviors and achieves better rewards. The IDID‐MDF algorithm performs slightly better than
the IDID‐MDP algorithm in the I‐DID models of T = 4. Capturing general patterns (in IDID‐
MDF) provides more informative behaviors when the fugitive agent j plans a long way to the
safe house. In the large planning horizon (T = 4), we notice that IDID‐MDP does not perform
well particularly for the agent j's models (H4–H10). The agent j's behaviors exhibited by those
models actually lead to very straight routes to the safe house. The behaviors are not well
represented by the models selected by IDID‐MDP since MDP prefers to select models that have
different routes and loses a general navigation tendency in the battlefield.

We proceed to examine the performance of the IDID, IDID‐MDP, and IDID‐MDF
algorithms when (a) the chaser agent i knows the true model of the fugitive agent j in Figure 14
and (b) the chaser agent i interacts with the fugitive agent j whose behaviors are not in the
chaser's mind in Figure 15. Both the IDID‐MDP and IDID‐MDF algorithms perform better than
IDID, which is consistent with what we observed in the multiagent tiger problem domain. In
almost all the cases, IDID does not perform well particularly when the agent j's true models are
randomly selected. This is expected since the I‐DID algorithm does not consider unknown
behaviors in the modeling process. Thus, the chaser agent i can only act randomly when it
observes the unexpected behaviors of the fugitive agent j. The IDID‐MDF algorithm performs
similarly to the IDID‐MDP algorithm in this problem domain. Since the fugitive agent j has
many paths leading to the safe house, the limited number of models do not provide general
patterns, which compromises the benefits of IDID‐MDF. When we increase the number of
models, as shown in Figure 13, the IDID‐MDF algorithm does show better performance. Hence,
the IDID‐MDF algorithm is suggested to be well used in complex behaviors of other agents.

Additionally, we show the increasing rewards for the chaser agent i when it holds a more
diverse set of candidate models for the fugitive agent j in Figure 16. We observe that MDP has a
small dip in the average rewards when the diversity is increased. In contrast, the rewards increase

(A) (B)

FIGURE 13 Average rewards received by the chaser agent i when it plans to capture the fugitive agent j

through solving the I‐DID models of (A) T = 3 and (B) T = 4. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence
diagram; MDF, measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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monotonically with the increasing values of the MDF diversity. We notice that the factor of
capturing general behavior patterns does not contribute much to the MDF measurement, as shown
by the diversity values on the x‐axis of the figure. This indicates that both the IDID‐MDP and IDID‐
MDF algorithms may select the same models for the fugitive agent j. Thus, the two algorithms
provide similar performance in the aforementioned experiments.

In summary, both the IDID‐MDF and IDID‐MDP algorithms perform as we expect in the
experiments, and the IDID‐MDF algorithm would be a better choice when more complex
behaviors are involved in a problem domain. Furthermore, we show the comparative efficiency
of the IDID‐MDP and IDID‐MDF algorithms in Table 1. For every set of initial models (M) of
agent j, we compare their running times including generating new models and then selecting

(A) (B)

FIGURE 15 Average rewards received by the chaser agent i when it faces random behaviors of the fugitive
agent j in the I‐DID models (A) T = 3 and (B) T = 4. I‐DID, interactive dynamic influence diagram; MDF,
measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (B)

FIGURE 14 Average rewards received by the chaser agent i when it knows the true model of the fugitive
agent j within the candidate model set in the I‐DID models with (A) T = 3 and (B) T = 4. I‐DID, interactive
dynamic influence diagram; MDF, measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over
path. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the top‐K models from the models in Algorithm 1. As expected, the larger planning horizon
(T = 4) requires more complex I‐DID models therefore consuming more time in sampling and
comparing the behaviors. Since the UAV problem domain has a much larger state, action, and
observation space, the corresponding I‐DID models and agents' behaviors become more
complex. Consequently, both the MDP and MDF methods demand more computational times.
Because MDF considers the extra factor of behavioral patterns in selecting the models, it can
differentiate more behaviors therefore resulting in more new models in the model generation.
Apparently, MDF needs more time in comparing more models. However, its efficiency is not
significantly compromised as shown in the table—not more than double the amount of time
spent by MDP in most of the experiments.

5 | CONCLUSION

Exploring unknown behaviors of other agents has become an important research issue in the
research of multiagent systems. In particular, in POSG, a subject agent needs to predict the
actions of other agents to optimize its own decisions. In this article, we investigate a novel way

TABLE 1 Running times spent by the MDP and MDF methods on generating and selecting the top‐K
models in Algorithm 1

T = 3 T = 4

Times (s) Tiger UAV Tiger UAV

M MDP MDF MDP MDF MDP MDF MDP MDF

3 0.35 0.97 2.37 6.86 0.41 1.80 2.75 6.96

4 1.66 1.65 2.94 9.26 1.79 2.25 4.02 9.52

5 1.98 4.49 10.43 10.54 2.14 11.29 24.20 10.42

6 41.56 76.32 17.14 10.46 45.16 100.74 18.92 22.30

7 328.43 442.94 42.76 81.96 330.31 573.85 46.46 97.40

Abbreviations: MDF, measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over path; UAV, unmanned aerial
vehicle.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 16 The chaser agent i gets better rewards when the diversity of the fugitive agent j's models
(measured by [A] MDP and [B] MDF) is increased in the I‐DID models with T = 3 and 4. I‐DID, interactive
dynamic influence diagram; MDF, measurement of diversity with frame; MDP, measurement of diversity over
path. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of generating new behaviors based on known behaviors of other agents in a general multiagent
decision model—I‐DIDs. This study is the first attempt on studying the behavior diversity in I‐
DID solutions, which is significantly different from the previous I‐DID research on
compressing other agents' models in I‐DIDs. Given the known behaviors of other agents, we
use a linear reduction technique to generate a set of representative behavior sequences. The
resulting sequences are linearly independent and provide basic knowledge to generating new
behaviors for other agents. Subsequently, we sample a new set of behaviors, represented by
policy trees, by applying conventional inference techniques in the I‐DID model. We propose
two diversity measurements to select top‐K policy trees that maximize the diversity of the
selected behaviors. We conduct experiments to investigate the performance of the new I‐DID
solutions in dealing with unknown behaviors of other agents in two problem domains.
Although the new method of top‐K behavior selection is implemented in I‐DIDs, it can also be
generalized in other models, like, I‐POMDPs, by adapting the sampling method to generate a
set of new behaviors. This study also implies that diversifying behaviors can benefit the
exploration of unknown behaviors in agents' interactions and contribute to the research on
unknown unknowns.32

As observed in the experimental study, it seems that the two diversity measurements are not
one‐size‐fits‐all. In addition, sampling new behaviors from decision models requires
sophisticated techniques to ensure their soundness. However, the study lights up critical
thoughts about behavior diversity and its impact on a subject agent's decision quality. Thoughts
are also captured by the recent I‐DID study although the work still focuses on known behaviors
of other agents.28 Hence, this study will open a new field in developing I‐DID solutions based
on diversifying other agents' behaviors. A couple of new research lines would be conducted in
the future. For example, a new method of diversifying behaviors by the consideration of a
subject agent's decision quality would be an immediate improvement of the current
measurements. Of course, the challenge lies in measuring the decision quality since the
subject agent has not yet completed the modeling process at this stage. Another way of
developing new diversity measurements could be conducted in an online manner when the
subject agent receives more knowledge about the true behaviors of other agents in real‐time
interactions. The diversity needs to be adjusted in a dynamic way when a specific type of
behavior is discovered in the interactions. This study can also contribute to the recent
development of solving unknown weights in group decision‐making problems.33,34 It will
benefit the recent research on intelligent systems when the systems are to be deployed in an
open world and cannot fully model a new environment before their applications.
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ENDNOTES
* To facilitate the presentation, we elaborate the development using two agents (agents i and j) in the following
discussion; however, the techniques are general for a multiagent setting.

† We use the subscript of H according to the context. Here it numbers the policy tree in the set while it may
refer to the length of a policy tree as defined in Definition 2. It shall be self‐evident in the context.

‡ To simplify the presentation, we do not differentiate the two terms between a pivot matrix and linearly
independent sequences.
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